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If you were a vegetable, what vegetable would you be?     What vegetable would you, in no way, be?  
When have you felt excluded? 
 
The Pew Research Center discovered that Democrats and Republicans don’t have many friends of the opposite 
party.  CNN reported that the number of Democrats and Republicans seeing people in the opposite party as 
“very unfavorable” has increased from 17% in 1994 to 45% today. 
 
Why has the number increased?     How many friends do you have in the opposite party as you? 
 
7 Habits of Highly Effective People  can help us bridge the gap and come together. 
 
Habit 5 is:  “Seek First to Understand,  Then to Be Understood-Principles of Empathetic Communication.” 
Which bad habits of listening do you need to address? 
 _____ Spacing out while someone is talking. 
 _____ Steal the ball. You steal the conversation from the person who is talking 
 _____ Selective listening. You pay attention only to the things that interest you. 
 _____ Being distracted.  You look at someone or something else while the person is talking. 
 _____ Word listening.  You ignore the meaning behind the words.  You ignore the person’s body language  
 
Read James 1:19   What stands out to you about this verse?  How important is this instruction to James? 
 
Read Luke 2:46    What does Luke tell us about Jesus?  Any take-aways? 
 
The Greek word for “Listen” is “akouo.”  We get our word “acoustics” from it,   
Take our use of “acoustics” and create a philosophy of listening. 
 
When it comes to listening, do you listen to understand or to be understood? 
 
Habit 6 is:  “Synergize - Principles of Creative Cooperation.” 
 
Stephen Covey describes three ways we respond to diversity.  Which way is your way?   
Shunners…are afraid of - scared to death - of differences.   Shunners are bothered by someone who has a 
different skin color, who has a different faith, who votes a different way, because the shunner’s way is the 
“right way,” the “only way.”  
Tolerators…put up with the differences but never try to understand them and certainly don’t learn from 
them. 
Celebrators…value differences.  Learn from the differences.  
 
Read Revelation 7:9 
 What does this scene tell us about diversity? 



 Put Revelation 7:9 together with Matthew 6:10 and Colossians 3:11.    What is the lesson there? 
 
Rex Tillerson was fired as Secretary of State.   In his farewell remarks to his staff he said, “And finally I hope 
you will continue to treat each other with respect, regardless of the job title, the station in life, or your role, everyone 
is important to the State Department. We're all just human beings trying to do our part. In closing I'd like to ask 
that each of you undertake to ensure one act of kindness each day towards another person.This can be a very mean-
spirited town. But you don't have to choose to participate in that. Each of us get to choose the person we want to be, 
and the way we want to be treated, and the way we will treat others. God bless you all, your loved ones, God bless 
America.” 
 
Highlight in his remarks the phrases that apply to the teaching today. 


